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Abstract: Photoelectmn spectmscojk evidence for fomwth of novel 7,7dioxa analopn of syn-sesqu~ne by pvlitic 
decontp~tion of the UmvsPonding A-lactone is Plwntcd 

Similarly to the syn-sesquinorbomene, its 7,7’-dioxa analogon (1)' is predicted to possess highly 

pyramidaliaed olefinic carbon atoms.2 Hence, its physical and chemical properties are of considerable 

interest from both theoretical and experimental points of view. However, in contrast to its carbocyclic 

predecessor, which is a stable and thoroughly studied compound3, no example of syn- 

dioxasesquinorbomene isolation has been reported so far. Our current interest in fused 7- 

oxanorbomenes4.5 and their saturated analogues6 prompted us to investigate the possibility of generating 

1 by thermolysis of the corresponding &lactone 278 by employing variable temperature photoelectron 

(PE) spectroscopy.r’V’O 

2 1 

The lactone 2 proved to be resistant to cleavage up to at least 60&I. By raising temperature to 

9W’C, however, formation of the sharp PE signal due to Co, (13.8 eV)*r and a series of low-energy lying 

bands appeared which we assigned to the structure 1. The PE spectra of the starting lactone and its 
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thermolytic products are shown in Fig. 1. The measured IE values are listed in Table 1, where also the 

energies of the highest occupied MO’s for both compounds calculated by the semiempirical AM1r3 

procedure and proposed assignment are given.r4 

Figure 1. He(I) photoelectron spectra of 2 (bottom) and 1 (top). 

Table 1. Comparison between the first vertical ionization energies (&J and calculated orbital 
energies, ej, by means of AM1 method for 1 and 2. All values in eV. 

Compd . Band Iv,j MO-type --c j (AMl) 

1 8.79 II 9.46 
2 9.62 n_ 10.86 

1 3 10.13 n+ 11.39 
4 10.79 0 ec 11.48 

1 9.47 naab 11.00 
2 2 10.14 n 0.c 

0:s ’ Qcc’ 
11.15 

3 11.13 11.55;11.85 

(a) ref. 12 
(b) with considerable admixture of endocyclic lactone n, orbital. 
(c) with considerable admixture of lactone n, orbital. 
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The evidence for ascribing low ionization energy pattern of the examined pyrolitic product to olefin 

1 is the following: (1) The first band appearing at 8.76 eV is of similar energy as the n-ionization band 

in the structurally related 3,7doxabicyclo[3.3.Obct-l(5)ene. Is Hence it is assigned to electron removal 

from an orbital predominantly double bond in character. Additional support for such assignment is found 

in vibrational spacing (1452 cm-‘); (ii) The second and the third band appear in the region characteristic 

for ionization of Zp-type oxygen lone pairs in previously studied fused 7-oxanorboma(e)nes!*6 They are 

consequently assigned to the out-of-phase (n_) and in-phase (n,) linear combination of the etheric 2p- 

oxygen lone pair orbitals. It is worth of noting that the n,n+ splitting energy drops from -1 eV in the 

latter compounds4e6 to 0.51 eV in 1. This is exactly what could be expected from the pronounced increase 

in the O...O distance occuring upon incorporation of the double bond within the central bridge. 

Consequently, the observed energy gap is solely due to through-bond’417 type of interaction. All these 

assumptions are fully corroborated by results of AM1 calculations (Table 1). 

Finally, based on comparison with calculated MO energies and the PE data of related 7- 

oxanorbomene derivatives4”, the fourth feature in the PE spectrum of pyrolyzed lactone commencing at 

10.79 eV is expected to be due to ionization involving mainly skeletal u-type orbitals.‘6*‘7 

In conclusion, current results give a convincing evidence that 1 can be generated in the gas phase 

pyrolysis of the corresponding &lactone, opening thus an avenue for investigation of this interesting class 

of compounds. Studies directed towards gas phase generation and spectroscopic characterization of anti- 

7,7’-dioxasesquinorbornene are currently under way in our laboratories. 
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